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We study both the temperature and band-gap dependence of the first- and third-order intraband conductivities
of a Weyl semimetal (WSM) as well as the resultant critical field. By a semiclassical model we further explore
how different chemical potentials, cone separations, field geometries, and finite relaxation times affect photore-
sponse. We determine that the band-gap variation is characterized by the Weyl cone separation and observe
significant thermal enhancement of the nonlinear response. Universal behaviors of both the linear and nonlinear
response have also been observed under certain conditions. Coupled with experimentally accessible critical field
values of 104–105 V m−1, our results give strong impetus for the use of WSMs as tunable photo-mixers.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.085307
I. INTRODUCTION
Weyl semimetals (WSMs) are a class of material that can
be regarded as three-dimensional analogs of graphene without
time-reversal symmetry. This symmetry is broken by the sep-
aration of two three-dimensional Dirac (Weyl) cones in mo-
mentum space. The two Weyl cones are distinguished by their
chirality. The nomenclature of WSMs stems from the Weyl
equation used to describe the electronic charge carriers. The
electrons near the Weyl points behave like massless charge
carriers known as Weyl fermions. Although the Weyl fermion
continues to prove elusive in experimental observation [1–4],
the general thermal transport [5,6] and charge transport [7–13]
properties of WSMs have been investigated in depth both
theoretically and experimentally [14–16].
The interaction of two Weyl cones of opposite chirality
provides many additional interesting topological properties.
Phenomena such as the chiral magnetic effect (due to inter-
play between bulk Weyl cones and surface Fermi arcs) [17],
Andreev-Bragg reflection, the formation of Majorana modes
via connectivity of the Fermi arcs, and the well-known chiral
anomaly [18,19] (which gives rise to negative magneto-optical
resistance [20,21] and ultrahigh carrier mobility [22]) have all
been studied in depth.
Due to the similarities in band structure between Dirac and
Weyl systems, Weyl systems share some common transport
properties with Dirac materials such as suppressed backscat-
tering [23,24], creation of midgap states [25], universal mini-
mum conductivity, Anderson localization [26], and the quan-
tum Hall effect [27,28]. However, due to the large bulk
contributions to the electron transport this three-dimensional
system is more difficult to model.
In the present study we are interested in modeling the
nonlinear optical conductivity of a WSM and a gapped WSM
*czhang@uow.edu.au
where a finite band gap is present. The nonlinear optical
conductivity was investigated previously for this material
using a Feynman diagrammatic approach where higher-
order harmonics were observed [29] and experimentally for
transition-metal monopnictide WSMs such as TaAs [30–32].
However, the dependence of the nonlinear response on impor-
tant parameters such as Weyl cone separation and band gap
has not yet been identified. We adopt a robust semiclassical
method and scale it up to encompass the more complicated
structure of a WSM. By Taylor expanding the velocity op-
erator one is able to calculate the nonlinear conductivities
and identify their dependence on the aforementioned intrinsic
parameters.
The nonlinear optical properties are characterized by the
electric field strength required so that the first- and third-order
conductivities are equal in magnitude; this is known as the
critical field. If the critical field is experimentally reachable
for terahertz frequencies there are a number of potential uses
for this material such as photo-mixing and tunable terahertz
signal generating and receiving.
II. MODELS
The effective (minimal coupling) Hamiltonian for a low-




vF σ · (p + b) I2
I2 vF σ · (b − p)
)
, (1)
where vF ≈ 106 m s−1 is the Fermi velocity [33], σ are the
Pauli matrices, p is the momentum vector, b is an intrinsic
parameter separating the two opposite-chirality Weyl points
in momentum space, and  is a parameter which can gap the
dispersion and produce chiral mixing. The parameter  may
be intrinsic or introduced manually by doping, for example;
conversely, b is unique to each WSM compound. If b = 0
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FIG. 1. WSM dispersion (relative units) with s = 1, r = 1
(red), s = 1, r = −1 (blue), s = −1, r = −1 (green), s = −1, r = 1
(black), and vF b = vF bx = 3. The plots are along (a) py = pz = 0
and (b) px = pz = 0. The subpanels have the following parameter
ensembles: (i)  = 0, (ii)  = 1.5, (iii)  = 3, and (iv)  = 5.
the Hamiltonian is CPT invariant [8,9]; however, b = 0 breaks
time-reversal symmetry and the isotropy of the dispersion (see
Fig. 1).
The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is readily diagonalized to






+ b2 + p2 + 2r
√







where p = |p|, b = |b|, and s, r = ±1. The parameter s is an
analog to charge conjugation symmetry in quantum electrody-
namics [34] and is used to distinguish between the conduction
bands (s = 1) and valence bands (s = −1).
The parameter r has a more intricate effect on the disper-
sion. The bands described by r = 1 are analogous to a gapped
Dirac-like structure with extrema located at p = 0 with value
E exs,r=1 = s(b + vF ). The r = −1 bands encode a much more




> b2 the r = −1 valence
and conduction bands will be gapped [fully gapped system,
FIG. 2. Two types of contributions to the intraband response:
blue arrow, intercone contribution; red, conventional intraband re-
sponse. The green areas represent the regions of charge carriers we
consider with EF the Fermi level and E the applied field.




< b2 the dispersion exhibits
two distinct Weyl cones [partially gapped system, Fig. 1(aii)]
with Weyl points separated in momentum space by the vector
2
√




b̂. In either case there are extremal points at
(
p, E exs,r=−1
) = (0, svF




Without loss of generality, we choose b to be oriented along
one axis, say, b = (bx, 0, 0). Dispersions along the momen-
tum direction parallel to b [Fig. 1(a)] and perpendicular to b
[Fig. 1(b)] are shown in Fig. 1.
It is readily observed that the r = 1 (black and red) bands
increase linearly in separation with  according to 2(vF b +
). These bands also become more diffuse or flat with an
increase in . This flattening is caused by a renormalization
of the Fermi velocity and yields a higher carrier mobility in
this direction.
Similarly, flattening also occurs for the r = −1 bands.
Furthermore, as  increases, the two Weyl points converge
uniformly until they become doubly degenerate when vF b =
 as in Fig. 1(aiii). If a field were to be directed along
px, intercone transitions (see Fig. 2) would become more
dominant as the cones moved closer together, mixing chiral
states, until the Weyl points collapse. The decay of the local
maxima E exs=1,r=−1 with  also aids said intercone transitions
or chiral transport, allowing charge carriers to flow more
freely between Weyl cones when E exs=1,r=−1 dips below the
Fermi level.
Along a direction perpendicular to b we find that the r =
1 bands behave in an identical manner when increasing .
However, the r = −1 bands appear as a doubly degenerate
gapped Dirac-like structure for  = 0 as they are separated in
a perpendicular direction and move together to form a single
Weyl point when vF b = , then move back apart as  → ∞.
Intercone transitions are still aided by the convergence of the
Weyl cones.
We consider the material subject to a monochromatic and
homogeneous time-dependent electric field in the x direction
given by
E (t ) = Ee−iωt x̂.
This external field is coupled to the quasiparticles via the
Pierel substitution p → p + eA(t ), where E = −∂A(t )/∂t
and e is the electron charge. The velocity operator is given
085307-2
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as [34]
〈v(p + eA)〉 = 〈∇pH (p + eA)〉 = ∇pE (p + eA).
In the velocity expression we omitted the the anomalous
term related to the Berry curvature, k̇ × . Since the Chern
numbers of the two Weyl points are ±1, the sum of the
anomalous terms has no contribution to the total current. For
an applied field along the x direction, we are only concerned
with the x component of the velocity operator. A basic Taylor
expansion allows us to expand the velocity operator in orders
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√




















































v(n)x NF (Es,r, EF , T )d
3p. (7)
The limits of integration for r = −1 are chosen so as to
avoid the singular Weyl points where the assumption that our
model is based on, p 	 e|A|, fails. We do so by removing a
cube from the integration domain that is centered at the Weyl
point with the length from the Weyl point to the corner of the





NF = (1 + exp[(Es,r − EF (b,))T −1])−1 is the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function where the Fermi level EF is re-
calculated when changing (b,) = (bi,i ) → (bn,n) by
FIG. 3. Dependence of Fermi level on different initial cone sep-
arations with μ0 = 80 meV.












d3pδ(Es,r (p, bi,i ) − E )NF (E , μ0, T ),
with μ0 taken as the (intrinsic) chemical potential of the
material. This process is followed to ensure that the carrier
density, an intrinsic property of the material, stays constant.
The characteristics of EF are shown explicitly in Sec. III A.
Finally, since we are interested in the electronic in-
traband conductivity and for typical parameters [12,33,35]
μ0 
 Es=1,r=1 we only consider the contribution from the
s = 1, r = −1 band. In neglecting the contribution from
other bands, the special case of b = 0 will mimic a three-
dimensional (3D) Dirac material which then becomes gapped
for  > 0. For consistency with the Hamiltonian presented in
Eq. (1) we still refer to this structure as a gapped WSM.
We note that gap opening leads to the internode cou-
pling. As a result, the topologically protected transport is
suppressed. Our purpose here is not to study the topologically
protected transport, but the nonlinear photo-mixing due to
the gap opening and Weyl points separation. Although a gap
opening suppresses topological order, it plays an important
role to enhance the strong mixing effect. This can be of
technological importance in potential application of WSM in
photonics.
III. RESULTS
The b values used are based on kb = 0.08 Å−1 for TaAs
[13] with the  range allowing us to view the features of
both the partially and fully gapped band structures. We chose
relatively high μ values (of the order 100 meV) to ensure the
assumption |p| 	 e|A| is valid.
A. Fermi level
Figure 3 reveals a three-stage behavior of the Fermi level.
First, for large b, when the two Weyl points are far apart
085307-3
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FIG. 4. First-order conductivity with μ0 = 80 meV and T =
300 K with  = 0 meV values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
and E exs=1,r=−1 > EF , the Fermi level decreases with . This
is because, as the Weyl points move together and E exs=1,r=−1
decreases (at a rate faster than EF ), the carrier density will
increase. Such behavior persists until E exs=1,r=−1 = EF and the
Fermi level reaches a minimum. This minimum is evident
over the  range displayed for b = 2 × 108h̄ (at approxi-
mately  = 65 meV) and b = 108h̄ (at approximately  =
130 meV). Once E exs=1,r=−1 < EF , the Fermi level begins
increasing indefinitely into the region where  becomes large
enough to completely gap the dispersion as expected. Further-
more, we note importantly that the Fermi level variations are
independent of the direction of b. This is a remnant of the
freedom of choice of a coordinate system in the absence of an
external, directional-dependent, field.
Finally, we remark that changing the chemical potential
has no affect on the dynamical behavior of the Fermi level.
The Fermi level is merely shifted downwards or upwards in
accordance with said change in chemical potential. This is
expected as shifting the chemical potential should result in a
constant shift in the carrier density which is then maintained
as  changes.
B. Linear optical response
We begin by considering the band-gap parameter  as
the independent variable. In Fig. 4 all curves decrease as 
increases. This is expected as gapped systems should become
worse conductors. Furthermore, we observe that smaller b val-
ues produce smaller  = 0 conductivities, reaching a plateau
at 1.6026 × 105 A m−1 V−1. Such a magnitude correlates well
with similar materials (graphite, (2–3) × 105 A m−1 V−1).
The rate of decrease depends heavily on b. When the
dispersion is partially gapped (vF b > ), smaller b-value
curves decrease more rapidly. This is because the Weyl points
are easier to collapse; i.e., the spectrum becomes gapped for a
smaller . Moreover, we find that there is a point of inflection
that occurs when vF b =  on each curve (this point is outside
the  range for the three largest b values). This topologically
significant point marks the  value at which the Weyl points
collapse, whereby the intercone contribution reaches and stays
FIG. 5. First-order conductivity with μ0 = 80 meV and  =
53 meV with T = 0 K values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
at a maximum. For larger values of , smaller b curves again
decrease more rapidly until reaching a plateau at σ (1) = 0.
Our results reveal an interesting universal behavior. The
chemical potential and temperature do not affect the  de-
pendence of the first-order conductivity. For the fixed value





≈ 1 − α2, (8)
where α ≈ 3.7 × 10−6 is independent of μ0, T , and ω. Refer-
ring to Fig. 4, we note that the quadratic shape of the scaled
first-order conductivity is not universal for all b values. The
independence from μ0 is expected since we have taken into
account how EF changes with  (and hence b). However,
results for σ (1)=0 still show that smaller chemical potentials
provide a smaller-magnitude conductivity as expected phys-
ically due to the lack of available charge carriers at low
chemical potentials.
On the other hand, the independence on temperature in
Eq. (8) is accurate to within 2% for T ∈ [0, 600] K and  ∈
[0, 200] meV—higher temperatures decrease slightly less
rapidly with . The  = 0 values show that higher temper-
atures produce higher first-order conductivities in this regime.
One should expect a higher first-order conductivity for higher
temperatures purely from a carrier distributional sense.
We remark that due to the universal  dependence for
chemical potential and temperature shown in Eq. (8) that b
plays the most influential role in the -dependent first-order
conductivity. The temperature dependence is shown in Fig. 5.
The Weyl cone separation parameter plays an interesting
role in the temperature dependence of the first-order con-
ductivity. First, the T = 0 K values are appreciably smaller
for smaller b values due to the fixed . Second, in general,
the first-order conductivities increase approximately exponen-
tially with temperature. Such an increase has been seen using
similar models for graphene [34].
The rate of increase, however, is strikingly dependent on
b. It begins to decrease as EF decreases until it reaches a
minimum for bx = 2 × 108h̄ whereby EF ≈ E exs=1,r=−1 and
085307-4
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FIG. 6. First-order conductivity with b = bx = 8 × 108 h̄ and
 = 53 meV with T = 0 K values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
there is in fact a region of lower conductivity between 0 and
200 K. Thereafter when b forces EF > Es=1,r=−1 the rate of
increase with temperature becomes greater.
Figure 6 shows that μ0 plays a significant role in altering
the first-order conductivity magnitude as a function of tem-
perature. Smaller μ0 values yield a faster rate of increase of
the conductivity with temperature but a smaller conductivity
magnitude as evidenced by the T = 0 values. Again, the
magnitude is dictated by the availability of charge carriers
while the rate of increase is larger for deeper (lower-energy)
carriers.
Finally, it can be shown that the temperature dependence
of the first-order conductivity is not dependent on . For





= 1 + αT 2, (9)
where the parameter α is identical to that introduced in Eq. (8).
Consistent with previous results [8,9,29] we find that the
second-order current response vanishes regardless of the mag-
nitudes of  and b. This occurrence can easily be identi-
fied mathematically through the spherical symmetry of the
second-order velocity operator derived in Eq. (5).
C. Third-order conductivity (three-photon mixing)
It has been shown that in two-dimensional materials like
graphene there is a strong third-order response in the absence
of scattering and gap opening. A three-dimensional Dirac
system behaves very differently; the third-order conductivity
vanishes in the special case of vF b =  = 0. This is a direct
consequence of the spherically symmetric third-order velocity
operator
v(3)x (vF b =  = 0)









This result highlights the role dimensionality plays in the
intraband conductivity of a graphene-type dispersion E =
vF |p|, whereby in two dimensions (conventional graphene)
FIG. 7. Third-order conductivity with μ0 = 80 meV and
T = 300 K with  = 0 meV values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
The T = 0 K values are as follows: σ (3)=0(bx = 12 × 108 h̄) =
9.2728σ0, σ
(3)
=0(bx = 8 × 108 h̄) = 9.2728σ0, σ (3)=0(bx =
4 × 108 h̄) = 9.2728σ0, σ (3)=0(bx = 3 × 108 h̄) = 9.5565σ0,
σ
(3)
=0(bx = 2 × 108 h̄) = 9.2346σ0, σ (3)=0(bx = 108 h̄) = 8.2260σ0,
σ
(3)
=0(bx = 0.5 × 108 h̄) = 4.9175σ0. Here σ0 = 10−6 A m V−3.
there is a known large third-order response [34], which then
disappears in three dimensions (degenerate WSM).
The -dependent nonlinear conductivity is shown in
Fig. 7. The initial  = 0 conductivities are approximately
equal for larger b values but decrease rapidly for smaller b.
The bx = 12 × 108h̄ and bx = 8 × 108h̄ third-order con-
ductivity curves decrease with  at a rate decreasing
with b.
However, for bx < 8 × 108h̄, the variation appears more
interesting. First, there is a large initial spike in the conduc-
tivity, the height of which increases for smaller b. This spike
is attributed to the drastic change in topology (conic to curved)
of the dispersion when  = 0. There are inflections for each
curve when vF b = . The inflections for bx = 12 × 108h̄ and
bx = 8 × 108h̄ are again outside the  range surveyed and are
masked by the rapid decrease for bx = 2 × 108h̄, bx = 108h̄,
and bx = 0.5 × 108h̄. This rapid decrease is again attributed
to the gapping of the dispersion and forces σ (3) → 0 for
larger .
The third-order  dependence is found to be insensitive to
chemical potential and temperature. For b = bx = 8 × 108h̄





≈ 1 − β2, (10)
where β = 6.75 × 10−6. Since β > α, from Eqs. (8) and (9) it
is evident that a band gap inhibits multiple-photon processes
more drastically than single-photon processes. Also as in the
case of the first order, the magnitudes of σ (3) are larger for
higher chemical potentials and temperatures. b is the domi-
nant parameter when considering the third-order conductivity
as a function of . Finally, the magnitudes of the initial values
(≈10−6 A m V−3) are shown to be physically acceptable
by the critical fields obtained in Sec. III D. The temperature
085307-5
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FIG. 8. Third-order conductivity with μ0 = 80 meV and  =
53 meV with T = 0 K values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
dependence of the nonlinear conductivity is shown in Figs. 8
and 9.
There is a significant increase in the T = 0 K values for
b = 2 × 108h̄ continuing for b = 108h̄ and dropping off again
for b = 0.5 × 108h̄. The increase occurs when E exs=1,r=−1 =
EF (guaranteeing intercone transitions) and drops off again as
EF increases past the extremum (as the intercone contribution
plateaus and the conventional intraband contribution lessens).
In terms of the finite-temperature behavior, the two larger
b values decrease over this temperature range, with the rate
of decrease slowing at higher temperatures. Such a region of
decrease occurs as the conventional intraband charge carriers
have less chance to couple to three photons at higher tem-
peratures and instead contribute mainly to the monotonically
increasing linear response shown in Fig. 5.
Conversely, the bx = 4 × 108h̄ curve begins by decreas-
ing, reaches a minimum around T = 225 K, then begins to
increase rather rapidly—akin to bx = 2 × 108h̄ and bx = 3 ×
108h̄. We hypothesize that the rapid increase is due to thermal
FIG. 9. Third-order conductivity with b = bx = 8 × 108 h̄ and
 = 53 meV with T = 0 K values obtained for ω = 1 THz.
activation of intercone transitions, hence why it occurs at
smaller temperatures for smaller b values and is guaranteed
for ensembles of (b,) which place EF > E exs=1,r=−1. In this
way, the monotonic increase of the bx < 4 × 108h̄ curves is
attributed to intercone transitions being thermally activated
at 0 K. Furthermore, we expect the bx = 8 × 108h̄ and bx =
12 × 108h̄ curves to display this increase at very high temper-
atures as well.
The curves which decrease over this temperature range
are in stark contrast to the first-order conductivity in which
there is a thermal enhancement. This is also different from
graphene, where the third-order conductivity may reach up to
six times its initial T = 0 value at 300 K [34].
Figure 9 shows that larger μ0 values give a larger-
magnitude conductivity and slower rate of decrease. Fi-
nally,  plays an almost negligible role in the third-order






≈ γ + γ e−δT 2 , (11)
where γ ≈ 0.82 and δ ≈ 2.135 × 10−5. The magnitudes of
σ (3) still show a decrease for larger  when the scaling by
σ
(3)
T =0 is removed as expected.
D. Critical field
In nonlinear response the critical field is defined as the field
at which the magnitude of the first-order conductivity σ (1) is
equal to the magnitude of the third-order conductivity σ (3)E2




From the -dependent data we obtain the following critical
field dependence: For the larger two b values, the critical field
increases slightly with  as one would expect since the third-
order conductivity drops off faster than the first order when
nearing a gapped dispersion. The smaller bx = 8 × 108h̄ value
increases faster since the dispersion will become gapped for a
smaller .
For bx  4 × 108h̄, however, the critical field has a local
minimum as soon as  becomes nonzero, in accordance
with the third-order peak. The magnitude of these peaks
increases for smaller b but caps out at ≈0.1 × 104 V m−1
when the material limit is reached. The critical field for bx =
0.5 × 108h̄ and bx = 108h̄ then increases for the remainder
of the  interval owing to the rapid decrease in third-order
conductivity.
Most interestingly, for bx = 2 × 108h̄ and bx = 4 × 108h̄
there is a region where the critical field decreases with .
This region stems from the point of inflection at vF b = .
Once again this point does occur for all bx > 0.8 × 108h̄ but
at higher  for larger b.
Physically, this region of decrease is hypothesized to be
caused by an accelerant of intercone transitions when 
becomes large enough to move the Weyl points close enough
so that the E exs=1,r=−1 < EF , but not so large that the dispersion
085307-6
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FIG. 10. Critical field with ω = 1 THz, μ0 = 80 meV, and T =
300 K.
is completely gapped. This region would be of most intrigue
from an applications standpoint.
Owing to the universal  dependence of the first- and third-
order conductivities for each value of b shown in Eqs. (8)
and (10), the critical field is simply shifted upwards for larger
temperatures and chemical potentials with  dependence
given by
Ec()
Ec( = 0) ≈
√
1 − α2
1 − β2 , (12)
which, since 1 	 β > α, implies that the critical field in-
creases approximately quadratically with  for b = bx = 8 ×
108h̄, agreeing with Fig. 10. For reference it was determined
that Ec( = 0, T = 300 K, μ0 = 100 meV) = 1.54 × 105
V m−1, Ec( = 0, T = 300 K, μ0 = 60 meV) = 1.11 × 105
V m−1, Ec( = 0, T = 150 K, μ0 = 80 meV) = 1.16 × 105
V m−1, and Ec( = 0, T = 0 K, μ0 = 80 meV) = 0.68 ×
105 V m−1.
From Fig. 11 we obtain the following critical fields: For
all b values bar bx > 108h̄, the critical field increases ini-
tially, reaches a maximum just after the thermal activation
of third-order intercone processes, then begins to decrease
as the third-order conductivity increases sharply. Eventually
the decrease stops as the first-order current drowns out the
third order. Hence b = 0.5 × 108h̄ and b = 108h̄ increase with
temperature over the entire region, because the first-order
current increases the most rapidly.
Although the lower b curves increase with temperature
they still provide the lowest critical fields, thanks to larger-
magnitude third-order current, as well as being the most
robust to thermal fluctuations. These properties make them
ideal from an applications standpoint.
Figure 12 shows that smaller chemical potentials produce
smaller critical fields but increase with temperature at a larger
rate. Over the temperature range surveyed, the critical field
for μ0 = 100 meV only increases by 1/6 of its original value;
hence larger chemical potentials produce a worse but more
stable nonlinear material.
FIG. 11. Critical field with ω = 1 THz, μ0 = 80 meV, and  =
53 meV.
As expected from Eqs. (9) and (11), the temperature depen-
dence of the critical field is not sensitive to  with all curves
following the universal trend
Ec(T )
Ec(T = 0) ≈
√
1 + αT 2
γ + γ e−δT 2 , (13)
where γ 	 δ > α implies the critical field increases ap-
proximately exponentially with temperature for b = bx = 8 ×
108h̄.
Finally we remark that all critical fields are of the order
of 104–105 V m−1 and hence experimentally accessible, clas-
sifyng any WSM with these parameters a practically viable
nonlinear material as expected from previous results for simi-
lar materials (e.g., graphene) [34,36–38].
E. Perpendicular fields
In this section we consider the case of E ⊥ b whereby
the applied field drives the charge carriers in a direction
FIG. 12. Critical field with ω = 1 THz, b = bx = 8 × 108 h̄, and
 = 53 meV.
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FIG. 13. Temperature dependence of the first-order conductivity (left), third-order conductivity (center), and critical field (right) for a
WSM with cone separation perpendicular to the applied field and μ0 = 80 meV,  = 53 meV, and ω = 1 THz for the  = 0 meV values.
perpendicular to the cone separation. This ensemble is easily
achieved by using b = (0, by, 0) and should highlight the
anisotropy of the WSM dispersion.
The effects of changing μ0 mirror those seen in the parallel
field case since the Fermi level variation is independent of the
field direction relative to b. Hence, we do not present different
μ0 curves and instead restrict this analysis to the band gap and
temperature dependence of WSMs with different b values.
Figure 13 shows the temperature and band-gap dependence
of the conductivity under a perpendicular field. In the first
order, all b-value curves increase with temperature as ex-
pected. As E exs=1,r=−1 approaches zero, the rate of increase with
temperature drops; this is expected since the charge carriers
will, on average, exist in lower-energy states. Conversely,
the T = 0 K conductivity magnitude increases as b becomes
smaller.
Meanwhile the magnitude of the third-order conductivity
reaches a distinct peak when vF b =  and E exs=1,r=−1 = 0. In
fact it becomes negative for b = 0.5 × 108h̄. Most notably,
since there is minimal thermal activation of intercone transi-
tions under a perpendicular field, the third-order conductivity
will, in general, decrease with temperature as more charge
carriers participate in single-photon processes. There are two
small regions that are exceptions to this rule: 0–100 K for by =
0.5 × 108h̄ and 50–150 K for by = 2 × 108h̄. We hypothesize
that these are small regions of thermally activated intercone
transitions since vF b is just larger (by = 2 × 108h̄) or smaller
(by = 0.5 × 108h̄) than .
Although the magnitude of the third-order current is at its
largest for by = 108h̄ whereby E exs=1,r=−1 = EF , the critical
field also peaks for this value of b owing to a large first-order
current. Of the remaining b values, despite by = 0.5 × 108h̄
displaying the smallest critical field, we rank by = 2 × 108h̄
as the best nonlinear material for higher temperatures and
by = 12 × 108h̄ as the best nonlinear material for lower tem-
peratures in this field geometry. This is because σ (3)(by =
0.5 × 108h̄) is negative and hence detracts from the overall
current response. Unfortunately, all curves increase with tem-
perature and take values above 4 × 104 V m−1 which, with
reference to Fig. 11, shows that the nonisotropic WSM is, in
general, a better photo-mixer of fields directed parallel to b,
particularly at higher temperatures.
Figure 14 displays remarkably different properties from
the parallel setup, revealing characteristic peaks in both the
first and third order. First, there is a monotonic decrease in
the  = 0 first-order conductivity values, as in the parallel
field geometry. However, unlike the parallel geometry, when
vF b ≈  there is not just an inflection but an increase in the
first-order conductivity as E exs=1,r=−1 decreases towards zero,
just prior to which the conductivity maximum is attained
and after which it decreases once again. The height of each
maxima increases with b, but occurs at a larger .
The third-order curves display much sharper peaks exactly
when vF b =  when the lowest (rest) energy charge carriers
possible participate in third-order processes. Contrary to the
first order and the parallel field geometry, the  = 0 conduc-
tivities increase with b due to E exs=1,r=−1 decreasing monoton-
ically with b for  = 0. Despite this, the heights of each peak
still increase with b. After each curve has reached its peak
the conductivity drops to a negative value then decreases in
magnitude towards zero as the band gap increases.
The third-order conductivity peak for vF b =  character-
izes the critical field minimum. The immediate peak thereafter
is a discontinuity as σ (3) crosses zero, after which the critical
field increases at an exponential rate independent of b as σ (3)
approaches zero. The minima of each curve are equal as the
material limit is reached, much the same as the coincident
minima for bx = 108h̄ and bx = 0.5 × 108h̄ in Fig. 10.
For consistency we note that all dynamics for which vF b <
 (fully gapped case) are identical in the perpendicular and
parallel cases owing to the isotropic dispersion.
F. Effect of finite relaxation
Until now we have neglected the role that relaxation
plays in the transport properties discussed as our emphasis
is the band-induced photon mixing. In reality, there is a
finite relaxation due to various disorders. In the present case
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FIG. 14. Band-gap dependence of the first-order conductivity (left), third-order conductivity (center), and critical field (right) for a WSM
with cone separation perpendicular to the applied field and μ0 = 80 meV, T = 300 K, and ω = 1 THz for the  = 0 meV values.
of a gapped system, the relaxation is finite since the gap
itself is due to some kind of disorder. To have a qualitative
discussion on the relaxation, we use the constant relaxation
time approximation, ω → ω + iγ , where γ is the relaxation
rate. Since the vector potential is ∝ 1/(ω + iγ ) and it en-
codes all temporal information into the current response
via J (n)x = σ (n)x En ∝ Anx , by normalizing all σ (n)x curves to
their  = 0 or T = 0 values, introducing relaxation into the
model via ω → ω + iγ will not change any earlier results.





















Overall Fig. 15 shows that, unless the relaxation parameter
γ is comparable to the applied field frequency ω, relaxation
plays a minimal role in this model since the real (red) and
absolute value (black) curves are close to unity while the
imaginary part (blue) is close to zero. In most Dirac materials
the relaxation time is typically on the order of 10 ps. For an
external field with frequency of 1–5 THz, ωτ is between 10
and 50. Therefore, the high-order terms in 1/ωτ are small
quantities. We also note that our approximation neglects the
energy-dependent relaxation. The frequency dependence is
negligible since there is no resonant scattering around 1 THz.
It has been shown that this relaxation approximation is valid
for several different Dirac systems [39–42]. For strong scatter-
ing, an approach beyond the relaxation approximation will be
required. For example, the self-consistent Born approximation
will give a better description.
The imaginary parts of both the first- and third-order
conductivity ratios increase with γ . Since the real part of
the first-order ratio is unity, this produces an increase in the
absolute value of the ratio. Conversely, in the third order,
both the real part and the absolute value of the conductivity
ratio decrease with γ , with the absolute value decreasing at a
slightly slower rate owing to the growth in the imaginary com-
ponent. Physically these results imply that a finite relaxation
hinders the first-order conductivity slightly, while actually
enhancing the third-order conductivity slightly.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have applied a semiclassical formalism to calculate
the temperature and band-gap dependence of the linear and
nonlinear conductivities of a WSM. The sensitivity of these
conductivities to applied field geometry and Weyl point sepa-
ration have also been determined.
Our results indicate that the relative magnitudes of vF b
and  characterize the  dependence while the relative
magnitudes of EF and E exs=1,r=−1 characterize the temperature
dependence. In general, when vF b ≈  characteristic peaks
or points of inflection are observed in the  dependence. The
most notable peak is for the third-order conductivity when
 just becomes larger than zero. This peak is topologically
induced and produces a highly desirable small critical field.
Similarly, characteristic minima are observed in the tempera-
ture dependence when EF ≈ E exs=1,r=−1.
For  > vF b the third-order conductivity drops off more
rapidly than the first order with  due to the heightened
difficulty of multiple-photon processes. Conversely at higher
temperatures whereby EF > E exs=1,r=−1 the third-order con-
ductivity is thermally enhanced up to five times its initial
T = 0 K value at 600 K for b = bx = 2 × 108h̄ if the applied
field drives the charge carrier parallel to b. However, if the
field instead drives the charge carriers in a direction perpen-
dicular to b there is a thermal reduction of the third-order
conductivity.
Although the overall magnitudes of the conductivities fol-
low expected patterns, we reveal that the  dependence of
both the first- and third-order dependence are independent
of chemical potential and temperature. There is a further
independence on  observed in the temperature dependence
for both the first and third orders.
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FIG. 15. The effect of relaxation in the model. The ratios of the first-order conductivity (left) and third-order conductivity (right) are plotted
with and without relaxation present. All red curves represent the real parts of the ratio, the blue curves represent the imaginary parts, and the
black curves the absolute value. All plots have ω = 1 THz.
One of the most striking findings of this study is that there
is no nonlinear response if vF b =  = 0 due to the spherical
symmetry of the higher-order velocity operators. This is in
stark contrast to the two-dimensional case (graphene) where
the third-order response is appreciable for low applied fields.
In Sec. III F we show that including a finite relaxation time
in this model changes the conductivities very minimally so
long as the relaxation rate is much less than the applied field
frequency. The minimal trend observed, however, is that a
finite relaxation time will effectively increase the nonlinearity
of a WSM by around 0.5% for γ = 0.1ω.
In practice, the  dependence could prove useful in pro-
viding a purely conductivity-based method of determining b
experimentally, alleviating the need for more difficult field
geometries or measuring Fermi arcs. Finally, the low critical
field values of 104–105 V m−1 coupled with the ability to
strongly tune the nonlinear response by altering temperature
or  (by doping) strongly bolster the case for using WSMs as
photo-mixers in the terahertz range.
We note that our semiclassical approach captures the
photo-mixing features due to the band structure of the system.
While the average velocity for a given state in our formalism
is equivalent to that calculated by using quantum mechanical
wavefunctions, the formalism does not have explicit depen-
dence on the quantum mechanical wavefunction. A quantum
formalism based on Floquet states can also be used to treat the
problem of electrons coupled to a photon field. Using Floquet
states or a Magnus expansion one can construct the full
density matrix which includes all orders of electron-photon
coupling [43–45].
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